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Cataclysm Strikes The Pep Band 
The Anonymous Pep Bander  
 Tragedy! Disaster! Horror! Some other 

buzzwords! Calamity has struck the Pep 

Band, and the future of pep is dire! The year 

may have just started, but it already looks 

like the end of human history as we know it. 

On January 9th at approximately 9:22 PM, a 

member of the Pep Band was walking past 

the pep lounge (or the second floor lounge 

at the SDC for the uninitiated) when they 

beheld the terrible crime scene: the comfy 

couches had been moved from the lounge. 

They were so shocked at the gruesome 

scene they nearly passed out from freight, 

but managed to send a picture to the 

Huskies Pep Band Discord server, where 

chaos ensued. All were shocked at how 

mercilessly the couches were taken from the 

room. All that remained were a few extra 

tables, transforming the cool, awesome, and 

beautiful pep lounge into what looks like a 

boring cafe in a boring museum. With the 

removal of these couches, the Pep Band will 

no longer have anywhere to sit after a hard 

night of pepping at a three hour hockey 

game (as long as you ignore all the tables 

and chairs). 

 Those couches were historic features 

for the Pep Band. I hope that wherever these 

couches rest now, that they are resting 

peacefully in couch heaven. The craziest 

thing is that Green M&M once sat on one of 

those couches, and Tech still had the 

audacity to just remove them. I bet what 

actually happened is that the Woke Media is 

conspiring with Tech to censor the Pep 

Band. We bring high levels of energy to all 

the Tech events that we are at, but Tech can’t 

have that. Tech wants the campus to become 

a place of “learning” and “research,” which 

means there is no room for silly songs about 

beer. Tech must become bland and boring, 

and finally the syndicate has reached to the 

Pep Band to dismantle the organization from 

within. 

 Who knows what will happen to the 

Pep Band organization now? Personally, I 

cannot see a future where the band does not 

dissolve into chaos after fighting over the 

few remaining chairs. We may be looking at 

Pep Band civil war in the near future, and the 

results will be dire: football games will 

become even more boring, there will be 

nobody to point out that all games that the 

(now nonexistent) Pep Band does not win 

are obviously rigged, and only the Misfits 

will remain to sieve NMU. However, there 

remains hope. If you want to help save the 

pep lounge, and by extension the Pep Band 

as an organization, you can scan the QR 

code for a link to the Change.org petition to 

bring back the couches. If we can garner 

enough support, perhaps the future may still 

have some pep in it. 



MTU Introduces a New Character:  Dark Ben 
DJ Benjamin: Benjamin Prime 

 In 1987, video game company Nintendo released the second game in their The Legend of Zelda 

franchise, Zelda II: The Adventure of Link. In it, the player is faced with an evil version of the 

eponymous protagonist, a dark-swapped sprite named “Dark Link”. Thus began the Nintendo go-to 

strategy for creating a villain: simply color-swap the current protagonist and add “Evil” or “Dark” on 

the front.  

 37 years after “Dark Link”, almost to the day (going off the Japanese release date), the boffins at 

Michigan Technological University decided to come up with their own opposite version of a somewhat 

(scarcely) known figure on campus, Ben of The Daily Bull. Information regarding this second Ben, or 

“Nega-Ben”, is still forthcoming, and by forthcoming, I mean I’m not going to dox this poor man, so it’s 

never coming. But Presumably, because the Daily Bull Benjamin is about as pale as a 5-gallon bucket, 

this Nega-Ben is                                                            . Nonetheless, the confirmation that this is, in fact, a 

Nega-Ben, comes in the form of what group this new Ben is a part of: The MTU Lode.  

 While there are undoubtedly plenty of Bens on campus, they normally function somewhat like 

matter and antimatter: should they meet, their combined Benergy will create a hole in the fabric of 

spacetime and create ripples across the university. Thus, MTU has so far been sure to keep Bens pretty 

separate, with maybe only one or two in a class at a time, and ideally on opposite sides of the room. The 

position of Nega-Ben as an editor of the Lode likely was based on the assumption that the Lode and the 

Daily Bull were still sworn enemies, and thus the two unstoppable forces that are the Bens would never 

cross paths. They must have failed to read up on the Printer Elf War and the Great Lode of Bull Alliance, 

for now the two newspapers, and their editorial staffs, are chums.  

 Annihilation and space-time perturbations aside, MTU failed to reckon that unleashing two Bens 

on the campus journalism scene furthers an agenda much more secret, and much more powerful. Yes, I 

am discussing the Benjamin Conspiracy. Founded by Benjamin Franklin, the goal is to get Bens at the 

head of every journalistic outlet, starting small and local and spreading the power of the Bens, through 

accurate reporting and fair shitposting. The Bens will not stop until they can ensure that every 

journalistic source is outputting fair, unbiased, well-researched and prompt reporting, or on-time and 

witty satire. The Daily Bull was merely the test run, and now installing a Ben at the Lode is the first step 

towards world domination.  

 So prepare yourselves: In the near future, you’ll be getting your news from sources like National 

Ben Corporation, the Ben Broadcast Company, the Associated Bens, the Benancial Times, Beuters, and 

BenPR. All sources of quality journalism will be under the control of the Bens; FOX, The Daily Mail, and 

Breitbart should be largely unaffected. 

 

Hi, my name is Big Al, and I approve this message 


